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Today when I look up to Foun-
der's on the hill, 
My eyes seek first our flag 
against the sky, 
Here floating over cherished 
scenes of peace; 
Serenely aging Founder's, ivy-
scrawled; 
Warm sunlit slopes of lawn; 
leisurely paths, 
Shade-splotched beneath the 
trees; 
And strolling students. 
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Athletics 
Classes 
Our Social Whirl 
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We enloy  our campus 	 the well-kep± lawns, scaftered 
wH+ leaves beneath the eucalypti 	 the stirring palms 
and peppers, and the brilliant California flowers. 
An d The 
12 
Occasionally we find time ±o walk about or sit and talk 
sometimes we climb to Fire Hill to see this beautiful view 
of our campus and town. 
13 


CLASS 0 
Remembering . . . first days 
new faces . . . senior wolves . 
hazing . . . awesome reception 
victory over those sophs 
	 . . the 
great or±hologist . . . best bonfire 
ever b u itt . . . oh - so- welcome 
Christmas vacation . . . exciting 
day when bids came out—unhappy 
is the life of a pledge . . . basking 
at "Bat' Easter week . . . end of 
the year all too soon. 
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Howard "Honky" 
 
Goodwin . . . first 
frosh prexy . . . wield-
ed the gavel with dig-
nity and friendliness. 
Pen-pusher was capa-
ble Norma Jean 
Downing . . . Phyllis 
Bacon took charge of 
the filthy lucre. 
F rosh 
The vice-presidency was efficiently handled by Warren McCray . . 
super shindigs thrown with Virginia Scholefield in charge . . . the pea-
green frosh were guests of honor at the New Student's Reception . . 
initiation with the fellows taken for a ride and the girls sporting green 
make-up and black teeth . . . victory for the Freshmen in the brawl 
with a 2 to I margin over the Sophs. 
18 
"Greenie" parties were real suc-
cesses—barn dance with hillbillies all 
over the place . . "pep" was the 
class slogan 	 . roller-skating in the 
moonlight . 	 . dunking the "0" 
pledges Carnival Day . 	 . last big 
affair with the Sophomores showing 
"we're all for one, and one for all." 
19 
Frosh Leaders 
Under the fine leadership of Coach Don 
Craggs, the 1941 frosh gridsters won three 
games . . . lost three, and tied one. 
Their season opened against the fast-
charging Citrus J. C. aggregation with a 
27-0 defeat . . . the Fullerton J. C. reserves 
then fell 7-0 for the froshs first victory a 
week later. 
Playing three games within one 
week, they tied Compton J. C. 7-7 
defeated Brawley J. C. 38-0 for their 
greatest triumph, and lost 40-7 to 
the high and mighty Visalia J. C. 
squad. 
20 
21 
Facing their most powerful opponents, the Fuller-
ton J. C. varsity, the babes were defeated 32-7 . . 
their season was climaxed by a 15-6 victory over the 
Rancho Ramblers' semi-pro squad. 
"Buck" Jarnagan, popular frosh, was chosen cap-
tain of the team . . . white hope for next year. 
Leader of the neophytes second semester was Ted 
Chenney . . . Virginia Scholefield continued her 
good work as Social Chairman . . . Oliver Whitcomb 
took over the vice-prexy's office . . . Alice Wright 
wrote the minutes. 
Fre s h m a n 
This years freshman basketball squad was one of the smallest in several seasons 
• • • at the beginning of the season, the frosh started out with a large squad, but with 
ineligibility because of the draft, and several other reasons, the squad was composed 
of seven men • • • the team was ably coached by Bob Stull, now serving in the Navy 
• • • the squad had a very successful season, considering the fact that out of seven 
players only three had had varsity experience in high school . • • they won 15 out 
of 27 games . . . outstanding man on tHe squad was Warren McCray, a former 
Long Beach Poly High flash • 
	 • Warren had an average of 17 points per game . • 
other members of the squad were Roy Erickson and Clifford Cole guards, Bob Cauff-
man, Don Conde, and Elton Fessier forwards . • . freshmen who also saw service 
during the season were Bill House, Charles Hulse, Howard Marshburn, and Hank 
M as u do. 
Row 	 B. Stull, C. Coe, W. McCroy, D. Conde, E. Fessier. Row 2: C. Hulse, B. Cauffman, K. Creed. 
22 
The frosh baseball squad was composed 
of several outstanding baseball players from 
many schools 1n Southern California 
it was coached by Bob Bayless. 
The very efficient infield of this team was com-
posed of Warren McCray first base, Jack Fair 
second base, Kim Creed third base, and Gail 
Walker short stop 	 . . pitching was well handled 
by Lefty Max Harvey and Roy Erickson, while Buck 
Jarnagan did the catching . . . the rest of the 
squad was composed of Jean Martin, Don Conde, 
Ralph Klaasen, Jack Albee, Elton Fessier, and Clif-
ford Cole. 
Spo rts 

Sophs now . . . knickers . . . blue-clad Sosecos . . 
we persecute the Frosk . . . begin to hold important 
offices . . . have our fingers in every pie ...still have 
those integrated courses . . . dynamic Dr. Smith . . 
we are absorbed in the Fine Arts . . . wonder about 
majors. 
25 
Sopho m ore 
Bob Wolstoncrof± propped up His saddle shoes on the president's desk 
• . . friendly Tommy Reed was vice-president . . poised Myrtle Weber 
maintained Her serenity through harassing party preparations ...Jim 
26 
Bond handled Soph finances in his usual leisurely way. 
• • we had "kicks • • • we danced at the Civic 
	 • tanned at "Bal" 
and shivered at Big Pines • 	 . we rollerskated between classes 	 . 
thlked Whittier slanguage. 
Activs 
27 

We are Juniors . . . No 
more Social Science . 
you get to know more 
people than Miller and 
Mitchell. 
• . • Comes the real-
ization that we are now 
the school leaders . . 
college years slip by too 
swiftly. 
OF 
29 
Bob "Tippy" Dye won his 
way effectively into the of-
fice of president.. . presided 
with enthusiasm . . . with as- 
surance Ed Griffith handled the vice-
presidency . . . Caroline Reade graced 
the secretarial position . . . vigilant 
over the money-bags was Jane Taber 
• • . Gwyn Wardman made classmates 
happy with the social activities . • 
affability was the rule of the officers. 
Junior 
Off i c e r s 
First get-together was an affair with 
the seniors . . . jig at the East Whittier 
Clubhouse . . . program chairman Jack 
Spence twanged out the mixers . 
dancers steamed enthusiastically . 
musical number rendered with that col-
lege institution, Guy Frank, at the 
piano. . 
Theatre party . . Abbott and Cos-
tello at the Roxy . . . 'kicks' up at the 
gym afterwards . the yearly Junior-
Senior prom ... the clubhouse took on 
the glamour of the Stork Club . . . elab-
orate decorations colored the atmos- 
phere . 	 . unexcelled dance rhythms 
• . . the send off to the seniors from 
the juniors. 
31 
College life becoming a memory 	 this 
last year added to our seriousness 
blackouts 	 so many fellows leaving for 
the air corps 	 army 	 navy 
C.P.S. camps 	 first aid 
	 when 
alumni of forty-two get together they will 
relive the trials of practice teaching 
chocolates and cigars at society meetings 
• • • weddings • • • looking for jobs • • 
into the World. 
CLASS 
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Jack Spence piloted the last years 
course . 	 genial Morris Padia took 
off the watch 	 charming Sarah 
Applebury scribbled shorthand 
Fred Schermerhorn was a business-like 
and efficien± keeper of the exchequer 
• • . happy-go-lucky Mary Lu Wilson 
provided memories of wonderful par-
ties • • . we were happy . . . and 
so busy. 
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SARA P. APPLEBURY 
Education 
BLANCH T. CANNON 
Education 
JEAN E. CROSSAN 
Education 
KENNETH BARLOW 
Chemistry 
MARGARET J. DAVIES 
Education 
JOHN F. BLAIKIE 
Education 
RUTH R. DeVRIES 
Education 
GILBERT F. CARR 	 JOHN A. CHRISTIANSON 
Economics 	 Chemistry 
Gr a d 
game spri±s overflowed at the dance . . . we were juniors then 
36 
SARAH P. BULLIS 	 BRUCE BUTLER 	 CAROL M. CALKINS 
Education 	 Education 	 Education 
AUDINE M. COFFIN 	 LOIS R. HARDIN 	 ETHEL M. CONNELL 
Education 	 Education 	 Sociology 
FREDERIC W. ERRETT 	 EVERETT J. DIETRICK 	 JANE I. DOUGHERTY 
Music 	 Biology 	 Education 
37 
REX GOODIN 
Biology 
ELINOR K. GIGUETTE 	 LYDIA GLASGOW 
History 	 Sociology 
MILDRED HAWLEY 	 MARGARET J. HEARN 
	 RUTH HEEMSTRA 
Education 	 Education 	 Education 
VENONA D. HOLMES 	 PHYLLIS S. HOOPER 
	 JOHN K. HYUN 
Education 	 Education 	 History 
we boated at the all-college picnic when we were Sophs 
JACK F. HARRINGTON 
Chemistry 
VIRGINIA H. 
RICHARDSON 
Education 
PAUL C. JOY 
Chemistry 
38 
39 
GLEN KELLY 	 DORIS MAY KRESSE 	 HOWARD D. LIGGETT 
Education 	 Education 	 Sociology 
JAY M. LeCLEAR 	 MARYANN LUCAS 	 LAVONNE I. LUSK 
Physical Education 	 Home Economics 	 Education 
Grad 	 e s 
PERRY D. MORRISON 
Social Scicnce 
FREDERICK I. MOONEY 
Music 
MIRIAM E. MULLER 	 TERRELL C. MYER 
Sociology 	 Chemistry 
40 
G r a d uates 
EDNA I. McCONNELL 
Education 
LYNN H. McCURDY JR. 
	 VIRGINIA M. McINTYRE 	 BETTY J. McKENZI 
Psychology 	 Education 	 Education 
• we are almost alumni ourselves now 
	 • • they seemed muck 
older when we danced with Them during our Junior year 
NE F. MocCALMAN 
English 
NIEL A. NEUFELD 
Social Science 
HARRIET G. MILLS 	 DOROTHY B. MITCHELL LOIS A. MONTGOMERY 
Education 	 Sociology 	 Education 
VERNA M. OSBORN 
	
MORRIS J. PADIA 	 PORTIA E. PERRY 
Education 	 History 	 Education 
41 
Grad a t e s 
REGINA PHELAN MARY ALICE PYNCH ELEANOR G. RAILSBACK VELMA C. RAMSEY 
Education English Home Economics Education 
PHYLLIS A. 	 RETTIG OLIVER W. ROUZER FLORA I. ROWE DELMAN E. ROWE 
Education Sociology Education Education 
WAYNE F. SCHOOLEY JR. RACHEL SKUNDBERG JUSTINE L. SMALLEY VERNA C. SHAFER 
Chemistry Education Education History 
42 
43 
MARVIN SCHROEDER 
Biology 
VIRGINIA REAMS 	 DONALD E. REES 
Home Economics 	 Chemistry 
CHARLES F. 	 MARGARET A. SCHMITZ 
SCHERMERHORN 	 Education 
Biology 
DOROTHY L. SABIN 
Education 
every year we gathered on the steps of Founder's between classes 
MILDRED F. THALIMER 
Education 
GLENN THOMPSON 
Physical Education 
PHILIP E. TIMBERLAKE 
Biology 
JEAN M. WEBSTER 
Sociology 
HANNAH MAE THOMAS 	 MILDRED F. THOMAS 
Education 	 Education 
He student lounge was our retreat in free hours 
Grad uates 
44 
LEON A. WEST 	 MARY L. WILSON 	 BERYL L. WOOD 	 THOMAS E.WOODWAR[ 
Mathematics 	 Biology 	 Education 	 Physical Education 
WALTER F. WORRILL 	 RUSSELL E. WALKER 	 MARY L. WALTON 	 BEATRICE M. WILEY 
Sociology 	 Sociology 	 Education 	 Education 
FRED WILSON 	 GLENN M. WYNE 	 TRESSA J. YOUNG 	 FLOYD L. YOUNGER 
Chemistry 	 Chemistry 	 Education 	 Biology 
Gr a d s 
BARBARA J. BROWN 
	
JAMES C. CONANT 
Education 	 Education 
RALPH M. HANEY 	 WALTER K. HOOKER 
Chemistry 	 Economics 
MARY E. McCLARY 	 JUNE MacFARLAND 
Sociology 	 Education 
    
   
     
we wore dinks once 
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HARRIETTE E. FRY 
Education 
RUTH M. HAFFNER 
Education 
Sociology Education 
GEORGE R. CURTIS 
Physical Education 
LeROY JONES 
Psychology 
DONALD I. MILLER 
Education 
BETH A. CURTIS 
Biology 
CHARLOU S. HUNT 
Education 
HADLEY E. MARSHBURN 
Mathematics 
RANDALL M. KAMERER 	 MARIE E. LINDAHL 
FANNIE NAHM 	 CATHERINE M.NEWHALL 
Music 	 Sociology 
47 
HARRYETTE E. FRY ROBERT W. HARPER MARIE MEHRTON MILLICENT MEKEEL 
Education Music Education Education 
CLINTON SAWIN ROBERT J. SCHOSTAS JOHN A. SCOTT 
Music English History JOHN D. SHIVELY, JR. 
Sociology 
college years are over . . . almos± ±he las± dance 
48 
JOHN MURRAY 
Education 
NORMA PERKINS 
Musk 
FRANCES RAE ROGERS 
History 
JACK SPENCE 
Chemistry 
VIRGINIA M. STRONG 
Education 
MARGARET W. TWINING 
Education 
Grad uat'es 
49 
BARBARA BROWN—Has her own 
special charm and friendly smile . 
gracious and c a pa b I e holder of 
many student body and society of-
fices . . . Who's Who raking. 
,JEAN  CROSSAN—Esteemed for 
her resourcefulness . . . carries out 
all plans with success . . . quiet 
yet full of fun . . . can always be 
relied upon. 
Prominent 
50 
Poets 
GEORGE CURTIS—Speediest 
hoopster • . • biology assist-
ant and sincere student • • • ef-
ficient executor of many stu-
dent government offices • . 
one of the busiest men on 
campus. 
BETH CURTIS—Always 
ready to lend a helping hand 
• • • blue eyed and petite 
• • . handled her duties very 
effectively . . . both house-
wife and student executive. 
51 
NORFLEET CALLICQTT—En-
ergetic . . . seen off and on 
the Poet stage . . . immacu-
late . . . edit-or of All-Amer-
ican yearbook . . . gregarious 
air cadet- for Uncle Sam. 
RUTH DE VRIES—Poised at all times 
• . . dignified and reserved . . . en-
t-husiast-ic supporter of women's a±h-
letics . . . one of the Earlham girls 
entrusted with sponsorial duties 
which she dispatched efficiently. 
Promi ne 
52 
EVERETT DIETRICK—Affable 
• . . led the football team to 
victory • . • always has a smile 
active in campus affairs 
• . . is an integral part of the 
class of '42. 
JACK HARRINGION - Re-
spected guider of campus life 
consistent sincerity . 
melodious voice . . . rightly 
chosen for high positions • . 
shows a real desire for the im-
provement of student govern-
ment. 
nt 	 Poets 
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VELMA RAMSEY—Has a sin-
cere interest in others ... spar- 
kling charm 	 officiated in 
important Poet positions 
chosen  for students' 'Who's 
Who . . . poised Football 
Queen 	 . 	 real asset to the 
student body. 
JACK SCOTT—Valued leader 
of the men 	 . alert mind 
and able speaker . 	 rescued 
sophs from pitfalls in Parringtori 
• • . unforgettable member of 
the "hep-cats." 
romine 
54 
BOB SHOSTAG Familiar to 
all "9. C." readers for his 
pointed editorials 	 . earnest 
in manner . . . indispensable, 
member of the executive com- 
mittee . 	 expressive speaker. 
JEAN  WEBSTER—Twinkle in 
her eye . . . capable to an 
extreme . . 	 ability to take 
charge in a crisis 
	 . presided 
over women's activities with ap-. 
pealing charm. 
n t 
55 
Poets 
t
n
 
Pres. Mendenhall 
We are proud of the president of our college. Under his leadership 
our school has grown and prospered; we have gained in reputation 
over the entire nation. Dr. Mendenhall is progressive with a sageness 
about when and how. He contributes much time and effort to 
social and spiritual work. We appreciate his understanding of our 
problems, and his straightforward attempts to help us find our place 
in the world. 
Our president . . . enjoying an informal chat with the students . . 
carrying out his administrative duties . . 	 Barbara Benson 	 . . at- 
tractive secretary . . . always at hand. 
57 
MISS BROWN—Dean of Women 
counselor . . . supervisor of the wom-
en's dorms . . . advisor of the A.W.S. 
responsible for all college social 
affairs. 
MR. HOCKETT—Comptroller ... busi-
nesslike yet understanding . . . knows 
student problems and ably deals with 
them . . . an esteemed financier. 
DR. SPENCER—Dean of the Faculty 
planned the college defense pro-
gram . . . carries out his administra-
tive duties with precision . . . always 
cheerful. 
DR. BALDWIN—Dean of Men . . . a 
friend to everyone . . . counselor of 
new and prospective students . . . takes 
much pleasure in keeping informed of 
the whereabouts of his past students. 
DR. SPAULDING—Registrar . . . ex-
plains credentials to practice teachers 
manifestations of his ability for 
organization are seen in all of his work. 
Ad min istrators 
Registration day! 	 . . the summer seemed so short 	 everyone has 
beautiful tan 	 the profs are surrounded with questioning students 
• • • we look over the new faculty members 	 • bewildered frosh pore 
over the Whittier Catalogue • 	 • and those numerous sheets which are 
supposed to clarify the registration procedure • • • former students wait 
impatiently for the signature of their major prof 	 • • then we drop by 
for a coke • • • we're into the school spirit again. 
59 
Art bungalow . . . bright colors . 
portrait drawings . . . boat models 
lettering and poster class hard 
at work.. . gay pottery... 
MISS LAUGHLIN . . . art instructor . . . her 
lectures in Fine Arts are illuminating and well-
presented . . . the various displays in the art 
bungalow exemplify her true artistic ability. 
Art Dept. 
Bi  o ogy 
DR. SPENCER—Authority on algae . 	 intensive 
and extensive courses .....is students work 
always cheerful . . . hearty good humor . . . whole-
hearted laugh . . . one of the fellows on field trips. 
DR. HEM IN 6—Professor of biology . . . beautifully 
organized lectures . 	 . lapel mike . . . precise 
speech . . . exactly the right word . . . unhurried 
perpetual amused expression . . . subtle wit 
• . . has opinions on intellectual laziness 	 . likes 
to get acquainted with his students. 
The biology profs engage 
in friendly competition at 
the all-college picnic. 
61 

Row I: L. James, R. Watson, C. Hughes, E. Ewy, R. A. 
Thomas, J. Johnson. 
Row 2: Dr. H. Spencer, V. Valentine, M. Crawford, S. 
White, Dr. Heming, F. Younger, R. Harada, B. Hollaman, 
P. Timberlake. 
Biology Lab. 
(1 
DR. BALDWIN 	 Psycholo- 
gist . . . the education ma-
jors learn tests and measure-
ments from him . . . we like 
his sense of humor . . . he 
knows us all by name. 
DR. COFFIN—Educator . . . able 
to get the perspective of any situa-
tion . . . is sought after in many 
educational circles in California. 
Edu c at ion 
65 
De p t. The pride and by  of the practice teacher. 
MISS RICE—Instructor of el-
ementary education . . . listed 
in the 1941 "Who's Who in 
American Education" 
clever speaker. . . has guided 
almost every one of her stu-
dents to a successful teach-
ing position. 
MISS BROWN—Teaches 
secondary education . . . com-
petent and interested . 
students benefit f r o m her 
seminars . . . she observes 
each student yearly in actual 
teaching practice. 
MR. HADLEY . . . element-
ary education is his line . 
he spends much time super-
vising practice teachers at 
Broadoaks . . . he is well-
informed on the history of 
education. 
We cant get our SgnH-
cs assignment. 
ED BRONNER—Director of publicity for 
the college . . . thorough . . . hard work-
ing . . . edited the 1941 and 1942 cata-
logues . . . writes college news items for 
the local newspapers. 
66 
DR. UPTON—Disciple of C. K. Ogden and Basic 
Words . . . pioneer orthologist . . . recognized 
authority on English language . . . dictionary-mad 
critical . . . demands straight thinking . 
always several steps ahead . . . voluble . . . dramatic 
or solemn . . . awesome to the uninitiated. 
Significs Coaches . . . I. Sprague, 
W. Lewis, J. Blythe, B. Cass, B. 
Schostag, A. Hobson, J. Schoen-
siegel, B. Lambert. 
MR. TUPPER . . . professor of literature 
we admire his knowledge . . . and 
his devotion to things intellectual . . . we 
enjoy his excellent taste in clothes. 
ngHsh 
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Poet Theatre Council . . • advisory 
board to the Poet Theatre . . . de-
termines matters of policy . . • ap-
proves of the purchasing of costumes 
and of improving the auditorium. 
DR. COOPER—Heads Poet Theatre 
• • . esteemed director • . • en-
thusiastic professor . . . takes in-
finite pains . • . hard taskmaster 
• . . precise • . . articulate . 
quizzical . • . works with his students 
• . • hard to locate • • • quick-
moving . • . walks always as though 
he were hurrying to an important 
engagement. 
r a m a 
()S 
In the radio class we learn modu-
lation, enunciation, and expression. 
And Ra d i o 
To the great disappointment of his classes Theron Ashby resigned his position at Whittier 
in January tohandle the public address system at the Douglas plant . . . Dr. Charles F. 
Lindsley, chairman of the Department of Speech Education at Occidental College, succeeded 
him . . . he has wide experience . . . his classes appreciate his good disposition and 
thorough method of teaching. 
69 
Have you fried our chocolal-e 
mousse? 
Home Economics club . 
	
. a busy year 
with Mary King presiding the first semester 
• • • Jo Barmore president second semester 
• • • dinner in China Town • 	 quest 
speakers • • • studied problems of budget-
ing 1 interior decoration, and clothing. 
Home 
70 
c o n a mics 
MISS EVANS . . . head of the home economics depart-
ment . . . proves that cooking and homemaking can be 
made a science . . . frank and cheerful . . 	 is popular 
for the luncheons her girls serve in Redwood. 
MISS PEARSON . . instructor in textiles . . . supervisor 
of Red Cross work on campus . . . interested . . . friendly 
we notice her southern accent. 
71 
L a n g u a g e 
MISS ANDREWS—Instructor 
in German and French . . . well-
planned classes . . . complete 
courses . . . conscientiously 
prompt . . . encouraging 
"Fragen Sie?" . . . immaculate 
• . . gracious . . . composed 
• . . communicates her deep 
appreciation of Goethe, Schil-
ler, and Baizac. 
MISS ANDERSON—Instructor 
in Spanish • • . rejoices at in-
creased importance of Spanish 
to Americans . . . enjoys teach-
ing . . . energetic . . . alert 
quick-moving courses . 
emphasizes conversation . . 
conscientious • . . frequent 
visitor to Mexico • . . Mexican 
incidents enliven her classes. 
72 
73 
De p t. 
MR. HARVEYAlors . 
his French classes are carried 
on at a leisurely pace . . ter- 
rific assignments . . 	 French 
okes collected during his so- 
burn in France . 	 . good- 
humored . . offers students 
the warm hospitality of his 
home. 
Se haba espeoL 
Miss Lohmann has appeared twice this year as 
soloist with the Whittier Symphony . . . at a local 
concert and at a concert presented at The Uni-
versity of Redlands . . . on both concerts she 
played the tremendous Brahms D Minor Concerto. 
Added to her already full schedule, Miss Loh-
mann was made this year, chairman of the Whittier 
Festival of Fine Arts . . . which included the tra-
ditional Bach festival of the College music depart-
ment. 
Music Dept. 
MISS MARGERTHA LOHMANN—Head of the 
Music Department . . . well known by The students 
of The college as an excellent lecturer . . . brilliant 
performer . . . her course in Music Appreciation 
and her lectures in the Fine Arts course are both 
popular with the entire student body. 
74 
MR. EUGENE RIDDLE—Professor of 
music education, has become one of 
the most popular instructors on the 
campus . . . by his apparent knowledge 
of his subject and by his witty presen-
tation of his material . . . every edu-
cation major must come under his 
command at some time during the four 
year period . . . and every education 
major has come away with the knowl-
edge that at last he can teach the 
do-re-mis. 
MISS MARYO VAN DENAAN—In-
structor in theory of music in the music 
department . . . completed her third 
year in this position . . . her work has 
been immensely popular with the music 
majors on the campus . . . her piano 
performances throughout the year have 
been enjoyed by the entire student 
body. 
Miss Van Deman has inaugurated a 
series of concerts presenting the com-
positions and arrangements of the stu-
dents working under her . . . these 
concerts have appealed to the students 
and the townspeople. 
75 
Or c hestr a 
The Whittier College-Community Symphony Orchestra broadened its 
horizons this year by presenting four out of town concerts . . . and four 
local concerts . . . these out of town concerts included playing in the 
Emmanuel Presbyterian Church of Los Angeles . . . a concert at the 
University of Redlands . . . a concert at the Hollywood Methodist Church 
• . . the biggest out of town concert was presented Easter night at the 
First Methodist Church of Los Angeles . . . the orchestra accompanied 
the church chorus in a presentation of the St. Cecelia Mass of Gounod 
• . . at all the out of town concerts the orchestra was augmented by 
members of the Los Angeles Women's Symphony. 
The local concerts this year were held at the Whittier High School 
Auditorium 	 • . the orchestra played before a total of some five 
thousand persons during the four concerts. 
The soloists presented with the orchestra this season included Frances 
Jones, cellist; Marjorie Lewis, violinist; Dorothy Pfeiffer, pianist; Frank 
Purse11, bass, and Margaretha Lohmann, pianist . . . these artists are all 
connected with the music department . • . all but Miss Pfeiffer are now 
teaching or studying in the department. 
76 
The orchestra . . . founded in 1933 by Miss Ruth 
Haroldson . . . has grown from a mere handful of 
musicians to a full symphony orchestra . . 	 number- 
ing 65 instrumentalists . . . all of whom are amateur 
musicians . . . these players meet every Wednesday 
evening throughout the orchestra season, and willingly 
devote many hours of extra rehearsal for each concert 
appearance. 
MISS RUTH HAROLDSON—Professor of conducting 
conductor of the Whittier College-Community Symphony 
orchestra . . . perhaps one of the busiest persons on the 
faculty 	 . this year Miss Haroldson has conducted four 
symphony concerts in Whittier with the college orchestra 
three out of town concerts with the orchestra aug-
mented by the members of the Los Angeles Women's 
Symphony. 
Miss Haroldson's duties also include teaching the string 
section of the Orchestral Instruments class 	 . . teaching 
of the advanced conducting class . . . and the String 
Ensemble class 	 . . teaches approximately thirty private 
lessons per week. 
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MR. PURSELL—The Whittier College a ca-
pel choir This year finshed The last season 
under His direction . . . He is leaving the 
faculty for concert work . . . he goes in 
a blaze of glory . . . this year the choir 
Has far surpassed any work done in past 
seasons. 
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79 
pella Choir 
The annual choir tour which this year included concerts in towns in 
the San Joaquin valley found the choir singing eleven concerts in six days 
• . . besides the regularly scheduled concerts, the members of the choir 
gave an extemporaneous concert at the American Youth Hostel. 
They sang before the largest audiences they had experienced and 
before the most varied audiences . . . these two were the Christian Con-
vention at Fresno . . . where the choir sang before five thousand persons 
• . • and a concert at Farmersville • . . the migrant workers camp 
outside Visalia. 
The choir rounded off the season by singing the difficult Magnificat 
in D by Bach as its contribution to the annual Bach Festival presented 
by the music department. 
MRS. HANNA 	 . intensely interested and 
interesting instructor in modern dance 
her grace is an inspiration . draws out self-
expression . sympathetic and encouraging 
young 	 . vivacious 	 . very much at 
ease with her students. 
P Hysica 
MISS VERHULST—Director of women's physical educa- 
tion 	 admired 	 business-like 	 fluent lecturer 
• • 	 enjoys her job 	 • • ace hockey player 	 • 	 plays 
in her free hours 	 keeps in touch with all campus 
affairs. 
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This is the way you serve. 
MISS DAVENPORT 
teacher of women's physical 
education . . . enthusiastic 
and willing to use her talents 
for numerous student activi-
ties. 
MR. ("CHIEF) NEWMAN . . . director of phys-
ical education for men . . . known throughout the 
community . . . serious yet affable . . . again 
coached football and basketball teams which took 
the conference championships . . . we remember 
his speech at the Football Banquet. 
MR. BONHAM . . . instructor of men's physical 
education . . . believes in using psychology in his 
work . . . teaches theory as well as practice . . 
brought us another basketball championship. 
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STUDENT CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION 
	 Monday night meet- 
ings 	 speakers discussing reconstruction after the war 	 panel 
discussions 	 "retreats at the beach. and the mountains for the 
cabinet 	 parties 	 picnic at Penn Park 	 drive for the 
World Student Service Fund 
	 directed by Portio Perry first 
semester 	 Tal Morash headed the group second semester. 
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REVEREND FOLG'ER . . . pastor of 
the Friends Church . . . professor of 
religion . . . good-humored 
sympathetic . . . his well-balanced 
opinions bring respect from the most 
progressive. 
DR. EVANS . . . professor of religion 
kindly . . . presides over many 
of our chapels . . . is well-informed 
on ancient and modern architecture 
• . • acquainted with many famous 
persons . . . his home open to the 
students at all times. 
At chapel we enjoy quiet moments 
good music . • • helpful talks 
relaxation . . • meditation . • 
learning new philosophies. 
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C. Lewis, R. Hilber±, J. Pfeiffer, L. Zeyen, L. Mahood, C. McEvers. 
Y.M.C.A. majors . . . justly famous de-
partment . . . instructed by Mr. Harry 
Henderson . . . upheld Whittier's reputa-
tion for training students in Y.M.C.A. work 
J. Gustav White . . . retired from 
his position as head of the Whittier "Y" 
school . . . still taught two courses each 
semester in counseling and guidance . 
Mr. De Marche . . . well-known in Y.M.C.A. 
circles throughout Southern California . . 
instructed the students in camp manage-
ment . . . Y.M.C.A. club . . . tn-monthly 
luncheon : . . field trips . . . social events 
• . . membership composed of all students 
in the Pacific Southwest Y.M.C.A. school. 
Y.M.C.A. 
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Freshman Physical Science 
Coaches D. Rees, E. Hoag 
L. Randolph, J. Spence . 
teach the chemistry section 
of physical science. 
GEORGIA SANBORN . . . assistant in 
the Chemistry lab . . . knows the Chem. 
majors well 	 . . Challenges students to do 
their best . . . we missed her when she 
left in April . 	 Virginia Davies took her 
place. 
Scie n c e 
Chemistry Lob. assistants. 
DR. NEWSOM . . . chemistry . . . his students 
work diligently and learn a great deal . . . he is a 
popular sponsor for college dances . . . teaching 
ability is evidenced by the number of his former 
students who are successful. 
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Earle discovering the contents of 
his unknown. 
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Chemis try 
Because chem. majors were too busy this year they did not 
function as an organized club . . . and instead, they spent their 
free hours in the lab. 
The group below is made up of the majority of persons tak-
ing chemistry. 
They are: 
Row I: E. Hoag, Dr. Newsom, L. Randolph, L. McCloskey, F. Wilson, E. 
Griffith, E. Skinner, E. Giguefte. 
Row 2: G. Wyne, R. Haney, W. Gardner, M. L. Wilson, M. Crawford. 
Row 3: H. Cushman, A. Magnusson, F. Schermerhorn, M. Combs, F. 
Younger, B. Rosene. 
Row 4: C. Schuske, T. Myers, J. Christianson, J. Harrington, Mr. Bruce, 
G. Moran, J. Tidd. 
Physics 
DR. ROMER—Physics professor . . . pro-
found . . . cultured . . . contributes much 
to a conversation in any field . . . we re-
member him in Physical Science . . . we 
liked the photostatic copies of the clippings 
announcing the discovery of radium that he 
used in illustrating his lectures. 
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Margaret Combs and Virginia 
Davies . . . Physical Science 
coaches. Paul Joy and Dean 
Harbour also taught in the 
Physics section of Physical 
science. 
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M at he m at ic s 
DR. PYLE . . . Mathematics . . . the men know him best as 
he teaches courses which most women look up to but do not 
attempt . . . he is conscientious . . . specific . . . thorough 
a definite part of Whittier and one of our most diligent 
professors. 
Social Science 
A social science majors desk. 
DR. HENLEY—Head of the Department of Sociology 
• . . rambling and profound lectures . . . knows the 
students . . . always willing to help . . . discussions 
• 
. . sports-lover • . . member of many southland 
organizations . . . twinkle in his eyes . . • mixer. 
DR. COFFIN—Chairman of the Whittier Institute of 
International Relations . . . unassuming and patient 
strives for integration . . • uses countless diagrams. 
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J. Scott, L. Lusk and Dr. 
Smith . . . Sophomore So-
cial Science students would 
be at a loss without them. 
MR. NERHOOD—Professor of history and 
economics . . . rapid and fiery lecfures 
• • . intense . . • demonstrative 	 . • rad- 
ically opinionated . . . minutely planned 
courses . . . demands close attention of 
students . . • "Stop writing now, and listen" 
• • • terrible tests 	 . . "Papa" Nerhood to 
the Wardman boys . . . robust humor. 
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DR. SMITH—Professor of history . . . head of summer 
session . . . aroused and arousing lecturer . . . "this is 
magnificent" . . . dramatic . . . gestures and poses 
accompany his theories of democracy . . . vitally con-
cerned . . . illustrated anecdotes . . . absent minded 
n legend. 
DR. BALDWIN—Professor of phychology . . . uses many 
practical applications . . . adjusts his teaching methods 
to coincide with his different classes. 
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Social Science 
Fred Errett, Dr. Henley, Aria 
Saxon, and Ed Bronner study 
the techniques which make for 
efficient Freshman Social Sci-
ence coaching. 
DR. SPAULDING—Economics and dry 
humor . . . busy . . . two offices 
and several classrooms . . . organizer 
composed . . . sincere . 
his lectures neatly unfold as he strolls 
about the room . . . affable . 
always smiling .....cokes up' with 
the gang at the Spot . . . amused 
and calmly opinionated. 
DR. BUCHINGER— Professorof phi-
losophy . . . willing to spend many 
hours with each individual student . . 
a true scholar . . . possesses a charm-
ing sense of humor. 
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Libr aria ns 
MR. WHITTEN—Librarian . . . always walks with a quick step 
has many outside interests . . . spends most of the time 
in his office in Mendenhall 	 appears to know almost every 
book in the files. 
MISS KELLY . . . assistant librarian . . . whenever we ask her 
for help she gives us more information than we knew existed . . 
an authority on the latest books and plays . . . charming and 
well-read. 
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MISS HAlO AND MISS 
RUDDER—Assistants in the 
comptroller's office . . . help-
Li and fun to know. 
DOROTHY SHEETS AND 
MRS. HINSHAW—Secre-
±ary to the Registrar and 
placement director respec-
tively . . . give of their time 
and effort to answer ques-
tions for inquiring students. 
MRS. FARNUM—Nurse . 
helps Dr. Barmore examine 
the students after they have 
entered . . . cares for our 
many minor ailments . . . re-
ports that most of the injuries 
in the second semester were 
due to skating. 
MRS. DALLAS—Secretary of the General Office . . 
cordial . . . helpful . . . presided over her busy office with 
poised efficiency . . . MRS. ERRETT . . . secretary to the 
Dean of Women . . . lively . . . brightened the outer office 
with her good natured way and humor. 
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MR. FERRILL—Superin±end-
ent of grounds . . . manager 
of the Inn . . . always in a 
good mood . . . accomplishes 
much. 
MR. HAMILTON—Jolly... 
cooperative . . . we often 
see him with the mail sack 
slung over his shoulder 
hobby is growing flowers. 
ROBERT STULL—Graduate 
manager . . . schedules . 
made arrangements for the 
teams . . . visited other col-
leges. 
oL
MR. HANSEN—Caretaker of Menden Hall . . . diligent 
unassuming . 	 keeps the furniture polished and 
the floors shining. 
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Maintenance 
MR. COOPER—Quiet . . . faithful . . . we have seen 
him raking leaves or mowing the lawn at midnight. 
MR. LEWIS AND MR. HUNDLEY—Accomplished much this year . . 
the bookstore lawn . . . new curbings . . . the general appearance of 
the dorms . . . with less students to assist them. 
Lewis and Hundley fry to discover 
what ails the speed demon.' 
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JACK HARRINGTON 
student body president . 
carried out his plans with 
zest, enthusiasm and straight-
forward simplicity . . . Jack 
had numerous  ideas with 
enough energy to make them 
concrete. 
Executive committee . . . meetings every Wednesday night . 
lasting until the late hours . . . had arguments about value of 
athletic trophies . . . are women capable as executives? . . 
everyone clamors to second a motion so his name will be read 
in the minutes of the next meeting . . . we discussed budgets 
social calendar . . . appointments. 
S t u d e n t 
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Ad mi n istr at ion 
The fine for lateness helped in beginning on time . . . we had financial 
reports from the publications and the bookstore . . . we made the 
decision to drop from the conference . . . activities of committee were 
numerous . . . we had a party each semester . . . we made visitors 
welcome on the campus . . . we supervised activities of the students . . 
we are looking forward to having Chapmanites on the campus next year. 
First semester executive committee . . . J. Webster, M. Padia, 
C. McEvers, H. Harrington, V. Ramsey, G. Curtis, B. Curtis, 
B. Schostag, J. Parker, B. Brown, J. Harrington. 
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Executive committee meet-
ings were held in the student 
lounge in Redwood . . . all 
Student- Body members were 
free to come to any session 
by holding ±h meetings 
every week the entire Student 
Body was not forced to hear 
lengthy discussions on mat-
ters of minor importance . 
unless they chose to come to 
exec. meetings. 
WALT HOOKER—Senior representative . . . would always pitch in 
in an argument . . . person who can be counted on . . . now in the 
armed forces . . . VELMA RAMSEY—Wrote minutes that were some-
thing to look forward to . . . decorative addition to the committee . . 
had something constructive to offer. 
Ex e c ut iv e s 
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BARBARA BROWN—Social chairman . authority on 
decorating for dances 	 . . expert at choosing orchestras 
ready to laugh at anything . . MORRIS PADIA— 
Athletic representative 	 . served well through his sub- 
stitute, Ed Paterson . . . BETH CURTIS—Women's rep- 
resentative 	 . ended term with a flourish as homecoming 
chairman . 	 . quiet one of the committee . . . listened 
attentively. 
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NOR FLEET CALLICOTT - Acropolis 
editor until he joined the air force . 
able executive . . . efficient manager 
we missed his joking and duck- 
talk. 
GEORGE CURTIS—Vice-president... 
his main duty was to preside over com-
mittee meetings . . . he led with ease 
and dignity. 
BOB SHOSTAG—Quaker Campus ed-
itor . . . stated opinions clearly . . 
convinced everyone . . . always re-
ferred to the Constitution. 
Ex e c u v e 
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HOWARD HARRINGTON—Sopho-
more representative . . . following 
example set him . . . punctual . . 
had something worth while to say. 
JOHN PARKER—Treasurer . . . chief-
ly responsible for "The Spot" . . . tem-
per often aroused . . . reputation for 
unbeatable organizing qualities. 
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Com m i t t e e 
CHUCK  McEVERS—Junior repre-
sentative . . . bookstore manager and 
student body president second semes-
ter . . . ready to give everyone a 
"square deal." 
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All-college picnic at Arcadia park 
• • • volley ball • • • horseshoes • 
tennis • • • swinging on the swings 
• • • intramural football • • • the 
seniors thought they won—the lun-
iors knew they did. 
Profs entered into all games • • • egg 
contest • • • hamburgers served by 
the Sosecos • • • program by the 
transfer students • • • dancing on 
the basketball court 	 • • tired but 
happy. 
Babies ball held las± year after ±ke carnival 
	 everyone played 
drop the handkerchief 	 or 	 London bridge is falling 
down 	 brawny football players in their rompers. 
We had a carnival barn dance this year instead of the ball . . 
spiders in the corners . . . hillbillies . . . Daisy May and Li! 
Abner were there . . . prize for the longest beard was captured 
by Wolf. 
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e 
the Mets entertain. 
rush party . picnic 	 carnival . 
All classes went to the snow party 
Getting on the bus leaving the picnic 
men's week-end at ArboHdo 	 new men 
students entertained there while the women 
sunned at"Bal."  
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On 
After Classes 
Bonfire on Homecoming night 	 preparations are as momentous as 
the actual event 	 build it high 	 coffee and chile beans brought 
by the Frosh girls at the psychological moment 	 hope renewed as a 
new load of wood comes in 	 frosh sleep in class next day 	 too 
weary to go to the bonfire they built. 
-\ ;- 
I 
The soldiers said, 'College women 
can really cook.' 
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Many indications of a world at war about tHe campus . 
former students return in uniform . . . girls entertain 
soldiers at U. S. 0. dances . . . made cakes for the boys 
fewer fellows on campus. 
SIGNS OF THE TIMES 
The philosophy assistants take to preserving rubber and making 
preparations for defense 
	 Marcia and Don make the best of 
the new modes of transportation. 
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JEAN WEBSTER . . . president 
of the Associated Women Stu-
dents . . . charming . . . rare 
quality of being able to say the 
right thing at exactly the right 
moment . . . effective as a 
leader. 
The A.W.S. cabinet, under Jean's leadership, completed an ex-
tremely full year . . . directed all the affairs . . . Had meetings 
once a month . . . each member showed a sincere interest in the 
welfare of the women . . . members included Alice Lacy, Jane 
Gray, Beth Curtis, Sara Applebury, Jean Webster, Dorothy 
Mitchell, Tressa Young, Arlys Fossum, Olive Jordan, Jean Crossan, 
Mary Louise Walton, Peggy Twining, Billie Gee, Ruth DeVries, and 
Marguerite Grace. 
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ALICE LACY . . . treasurer . . . wrote many 
checks . . . money welt-spent . . 	 re- 
sponsible for A.W.S. loan fund . . . ARLYS 
FOSSUM . . . secretary . . . took minutes 
had charge of the files . . . wrote 
innumerable notes . . . MARY LOUISE 
WALTON . . . vice-president . . . cool pre-
sider . . . obtained fine programs . . . used 
clever ideas. 
15 
The Women 
Tea and fashions. 
Activities of the A.W.S. during the year . 
freshman orientation week with the Sponsors 
in charge . . . at Balboa for the week-end 
• • • the barbecue . . . the Cap and Gown 
tea . . . Sosecos serving at plays . . . projects 
included clock for the women's lounge . 
did personnel work . . . Cap and Gown en-
tertained the honor students . . . sent new 
president and vice-president to an A.W.S. 
convention in Utah . . . gave twenty-two 
Wednesday afternoon teas 	 • presented 
six A.W.S. meetings • . . noted speakers such 
as Miss Floy Bernice Palmer . . . climaxed 
events with the annual banquet . . . presen-
tation of new officers. 
The Poetess Prom . . . new formals • • • best boy-friends . . . good orchestra 
• • . gala evening. 
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CAP AND GOWN 
Hannah Mae Thomas, Jean Cros-
san, Ruth Haffner, Portia Perry, 
Barbara Brown, Jean Webster, 
Dorothy Mitchell. 
SPONSORS 
S. Applebury, B. Brown, M. Grace, 
P. Twining, J. Van Allen, P. Perry, 
D. Mitchell, J. Taber, M. Lindahl, 
M. Wilson, B. Holloway, C. Reade, 
H. Thomas, T. Young, M. Walton, 
R. DeVries, L. Montgomery, R. 
Haffner, J. Crossan. 
SOS ECOS 
A. Fossum, D. Martein, E. Shore, 
M. Lewis, B. Reed, J. Lang, W. 
Stoesling, 0. Jordan, M. Hatha-
way, J. Heininger, C. Martois, M. 
Weber, E. Boyle, P. Sell. 
Work and Play 
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A refreshing interlude . . . reg-
ular Wednesday afternoon tea. 
Miss Palmer at the A.W.S. meet- 
ing . 	 . we admired her stylish 
clothes and charming manner. 
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I 
A.M.S. president approves of the A.W.S. dance 
	 . . Sara, the 
social chairman, acknowledges the approval. 
On this board we can 
find the address of every 
Whittier College alumnus 
or undergraduate who is 
in the service. 
We knit sweaters between 
classes. 
We Carry On 
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Associated Men Students . . . got acquainted with the new men at Arbolado before 
school began in September . . . initiated Frosh men . . . took them to the pike in 
Long Beach . . . stag barbecue during football season . . . held regular meetings 
outside speakers informed men of opportunities in the army and in the navy 
Knights Service Organization . . . helped at Home-coming . . . came in handy 
many times . . . informal dance in the fall . . . formal at the Clubhouse in the spring. 
An A.M.S. meeting . . . the men 
learn of the opportunities for col-
lege graduates . . . the speakers 
were men with authority and spe-
cific information . . . many of 
us have profited from these talks. 
KNIGHTS 
C. Bishop, D. Eggen, E. Stecklein, 
J. Carter, B. Wolsi-oncroft, L. Ran-
dolph, T. Reed, E. Griffith, A. 
Hobson, E. Paterson, B. McClary, 
G. Frank, T. Morash, B. Dye, B. 
Thompson, F. Shaheen, N. [inn. 
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JACK SCOTT . . . president of the 
A.M  S 	 peppy . . . real organizer 
knew what the fellows wanted in 
the way of speakers . . . responsible 
for the years success. 
Some of us wanted the 45 e+± on the 
rock. 
The office of vice-president was capably 
filled by GUY FRANK. . . WARREN EARL, 
social chairman, made the parties success-
ful . . . the term cut short by his leaving 
school at the end of first semester . . . FRED 
SHAHEEN . . . took charge of the filthy 
lucre for the group. 
A 
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The book is out . . . after a whole school year of work 
drawings . . . typing . . . photography . . . this 
is the finished product . . . at times there was doubt as 
to whether it ever would be finished . . . but, here it is. 
It was after 2 A. M. . . . but we met 
that deadline. 
Norfleet Callicott . . . editor . . . forced to 
leave to answer the call to arms . . . Jean Webster 
managing editor . . . took over the 
well-taken care of by Jean. 
AcropoHs 
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A. Wafts, F. Wilson, B. Stam-
baugh, B. Gee, B. Rosene. 
M. Perkins, C. Sawin, J. Bradford, 
J. Pauling, F. Barmore. 
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Ruth Walker . . . stepped into the managing editorship . . . intelligent 
creative and extremely helpful . . . Barbara Stambaugh . 
dummy editor . . . saw that every activity was included . . . Billie 
Gee . . . copy editor . . . collected and wrote . . . did nobly . 
Warren Earl, art editor . . . laid the original layouts . . . Eileen Douglas, 
business manager, worked hard . . . achieved much . . . Jean Gorman, 
invaluable staff secretary . . . thanks goes to all members of the staff 
for their help. 
Typewriters buzzing frantically after the deadline hour . . . reporters 
scurrying over the campus . . . page-editors searching out stories that 
didn't come in . . . a tired but happy editor at midnight . . . or later 
—this is the Quaker Campus . . . reflected the activities of the campus 
• 
. . molded student opinion . . . under the precise and intelligent 
direction of Bob Shostag 
	 . . editor-in-chief. 
Row I: P. Joy, J. Taber, B. Schos-
tag. Row 2: M. Grace, J. Blakie, 
J. Heininger, J. Silberberg, P. Sell, 
A. Hobson, J. Lang, T. Morash. 
B. Tuttle, H. Hicks, J. Vandenberg, 
S. Hoberg, J. Hockaday, B. 
Gardener, L. Hobbs, N. Farley, 
J. MacCaulman, C. Coiner, B. 
Robbins, C. Blumen. 
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Bob found able assistants in . . . Jane Taber 
managing editor . • • easy-going 
manner . • • absolutely dependable . . 
Art Hobson • • • sports editor . . . en-
thusiastic . . . expressed his ideas through 
his column "Artie's Outlook.'' 
Drawing up ±he dummy. 
Society editors . . . Verdna 
Herr . . . Joan Lang . 
fulfilled duties efficiently . 
knew about all the social life 
on campus . . . Paul Joy . 
business manager . . . assisted 
by Ial Morash . . . worked 
hard to build up advertising 
• . . successful year. 
Quaker Campus 
Ii5 
Bookstore 
The "Spot" . . . new to us this year . . . has be-
come the favorite hangout . . . thanks for its being 
here go to Johnny Parker . . . late risers are seen 
breakfasting as early lunchers arrive . . . double-
decker cones were next to cokes in popularity . 
sitting around the counter at noon was usually a 
prof or two . 
	 . several conscientious students 
bending over their books . . . girls chattering . 
the fellows always thought it great sport to get 
behind the counter and wait on customers . 
Arlys, Virginia, Ernie, Glen, and Kay made up the 
obliging staff. 
Chuck McEvers replaced 
John Parker when John left 
because of the war situation 
• . . a careful check-up of 
the books would reveal a rec-
ord year. 
Rally committee . . . built up enthusiasm 
among the students . . . had exchange 
programs with other colleges in the con-
ference . . . made use of talent on our 
own campus. 
Ad club . . . made posters for any 
and all occasions . . . willing to help 
advertise for each school function 
• . members include Virginia Schole-
field, Caroline Reade, Pat Sell, and 
president, Rex Goodin. 
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R. Goodin, J. Vandenberg, T. Woodward, B. Curtis, 
B. Holloway, F. Wilson, C. Reade. 
Yell leaders . . . Ernie Harrington . . . Ial Morash 
• • . performed with pep and vitality • • . had 
the student body cheering lustily at the games • 
Song leaders • • • Velda Fouts . • • Eileen Douglas 
• • . attractive . • . put spirit into the songs they 
led • • . Guy, Bill, and Tippy entertained on High 
School day . . . well-liked performers on the campus 
• • • Tippy was rally committee chairman . . 
scheduled some outstanding rallies. 
Pep Leaders 
12S 
Installation of the second semester 
committee officers . . . C. Mc-
Evers, President; B. Dye, Vice-
Pres.; B. Cass, Treasurer; B. Lamb, 
Secretary; A. Hobson, Senior Rep. 
T. Reed, Junior Rep.; M. Perkins, 
Sophomore Rep.; Arlys Fossum, 
Women's Rep.; J. Taber, Quaker 
Campus Editor, Ruth Walker, Ac-
ropolis Editor; Jack Mele, Athletic 
Rep.; C. Reade, Social Chairman. 
Mask and Mike 
Mask and Mike . . . students interested in the drama . . . honorary 
group . . . eligible for membership after having received a certain 
number of points in different phases of stage and radio . . . activities 
include trips to radio studios and to the theatre . . . parties with the 
cast held after each play . 	 club under the leadership of Norman 
Linn, president. 
R. Haffner, B. Cole, E. Boyle, T. Sprague, J. Heininger, M. Mekeel, 
C. Hughes, L. McCurdy, B. Dye, B. Giguette, B. Thompson, Dr. 
Cooper, G. Frank, N. Linn. 
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Backstage during the performance . . . Thelma takes care 
of the lighting . . . Jim changes the setting between acts 
• 
. . make-up put on at the last minute . . . that beard 
lust won't stay on . . . prompter ready to give the cues 
• 
. . costumes gotten into in a hurry . . • the actors 
waiting, just a little bit nervous. 
We Attend 
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Th e Theatre 
A mad dash for places as the opening curtain rises 	 . we watch 
our friends as they present the lines we've heard them rehearse 
so many times 	 . coffee served during intermission 	 . . we 
chat with our friends about the merits of the play 	 we return 
to our seats expectantly. 
The curtain falls on the last act 	 we clap 
enthusiastically 	 . . we realize that the 
Poet Theatre, under the direction of Dr. 
Cooper, has given us another excellent pre-
sentation. 
r  
S
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lip y g m a  i 0 n 
it 
CAST 
Clara 	 - 	 - 	 Betty June Holbrook 
Mrs. Eynsford Hill 	 - 	 Annette Brooks 
Bystander 	 - 	 James Conant 
Freddy 	 Art Hobson 
Liza 	 Ruth Haffner 
Pickering 	 - 	 Bob Dye 
Higgins 	 Norman Linn 
Sarcastic Bystander 	 Ralph Hilbert 
Mrs. Pearce 	 ------ 	 Betty Cole 
Mr. Doolittle 	 - 	 Guy Frank 
Mrs. Higgins 	 - 	 Joanne Hockaday 
The Parlor-Maid 	 -----Ruth Watson 
Other Bystanders—Connie Hughes Phyllis Hooper Ge- 
nevra Holbein James Souther Ernest Herrington, Max 
Harvey. 
Garn! Oh do buy a flower off 
me, Captain. 
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And I should like professor Higgins to 
call me Miss Doolittle." 
Pygmalion" was given at the Poet 
Theatre on November 6, 7, and 8 
given especially for the home 
coming guests . . there was much 
excitement back stage when the cast 
learned that there were movie scouts 
in the audience . . . we enjoyed hear-
ing Art Hobson's accent . . . and 
we thought the settings were very 
attractive . . . all in all it was a pro-
duction which truly upheld the excel-
lent reputation of the Poet Theatre. 
"Ah-ah-ah-ow-oo-o!! I ain't dirty: I washed my face and hands 
afore I come, I did. 	 133 
Directed by Wesley Lewis... 
written by Maxwell Anderson, 
former Whither College pro-
fessor of English . . . pre-
sented December 10, I I, 12. 
CAST 
- LeRoy Jones 
- 	 Marguerite Grace 
- 	 James Souther 
- 	 - 	
- Robert Nichols 
Jacqueline Vandenberg 
- 	
- Lynn McCurdy 
- 	 William Clark 
- 	
- 	 Elizabeth Lamb 
- 	
- Oliver Whitcomb 
- 	 - 	
- 	 Joe Coffin 
J. E. Griffith Jr. 
Thelma Sprague 
Marius 	 - 
Greek Woman 
Herod 	 - - 
Soothsayer - 
Mira 	 - 
Joseph - - 
Jacob 	 - 
Miriam 
Jeshua 	 - 
Beggar 
Shadrack 
Cassia 
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"Journey to 
Jerusalem 
I! 
What  happened the night you were late at the Temple? 
'Has the rumor of this presence 
passed your way?' 
'His star has been seen, and he 
lives, and he will deliver us!" 
Reba 	 - Nancy Farley 
Jesse 	 - 	 Jim Bond 
Zebulon 	 Richard H. Childs 
Centurion 	 - 	 Joe Bradford 
Ishmael - 	 - 	 Ernest Harrington 
First Robber - 	 - 	 - 	 Leon West 
Second Robber 	 - 	 Perry Morrison 
Scribe 	 Charles McEvers 
Gennesareth 	 - - - Norfleet Callicotf 
Malachi 	 - - - 	 Robert Thompson 
Abbas 	 Robert Harper 
Chorazim - - - - 	 Milton Buffington 
Hanan 	  Robert R. Dye 
Dove Woman 	  Joy Haber 
Esther - - - - F. Jeanette Van Alen 
First Money Changer 	 - - 	 Guy Frank 
Second Money Changer - - Don Uglow 
Fruit Seller 	 - - - 	 Wanda Roberson 
Matzoh Seller 	 - - Josephine Barmore 
Flaccus 	  Perry Morrison 
Leon West 
Incense Seller - 	 Marjorie Goodwin 
Festus 
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Jim Hinson, director . . . pre-
sented on March 12, 13, and 
14 by the Franklin Society . 
and a very dramatic evening 
it was . . . guns . . . piercing 
screams . . . Fred's manly 
physique . . . and a happy 
ending. 
Senors, s Senors, you are my prisoners. 
"For me New York can go ±0 'ell as soon as she 
dam please." 
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"The Bad Man" 
CAST 
Smith 	 - 	 - 
Gilbert Jones 
Lucia Pell 	 - 
Morgan Pell - 
Red - - 
Jasper Hardy 
Angela Hardy 
Lopez 	 - 
Pedro - - 
Ven ustia no 
Alverado 
Bradley 	 - 
Blake 	 - 
- 	 Fred Wilson 
- Fred Shaheen 
- 	 Esther Boyle 
- 	 Don Miller 
- 	
- Bill Coburn 
Edwin Griffith 
- Jean Heininger 
Robert R. Dye 
Bob Nichols 
Earle Skinner 
- 	 Betty Cole 
Joe H. Bradford 
- Gilbert F. Carr 
Divertissement Surrealistique 
All right then. Take whets coming to you. 
I have loved you devotedly, passionately 
The Spring Festival production . . . fas±-moving 
and witty . . . its subtle humor kept the audience 
in continual laughter. 
Given April 23 and 24. . . written by Oscar Wilde. 
"The Importance 
138 
Mother! 
— Mr. Worthing I am un-
married. 
Then Gwendolyn, you will marry 
me? 
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of 	 Being Earnest 
if 
But is a man not equally attrac-
tive when married? 
Algernon Moncrieff 
Lane - 	 - 	 - 
John Worthing 
Lady Bracknell - 
Gwendoline 	 - 
Miss Prism 	 - 
Cecily Cardew 
Reverend Canon Chasuble 
Merriman - 
CAST 
- 	 - 	
- Ernest Harrington 
- 	
- Art Hobson 
- 	 - 	
- 	 Norman Linn 
- Jacqueline Vandenberg 
- 	 - 	
- 	 Ruth Haffner 
- 	
- 	 Jane Blythe 
- 	 - 	 - 	
- 	 Jean Heininger 
- 	 - 	 - 	
- Lynn McCurdy 
- 	 - 	 - 	
- 	 Ralph Hubert 
Jean has to stay at the dorm and act as proctor 
it seems like everyone else is going out. 
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Our Dorms 
Dorm life truly a unique experience 	 making new friends 
learning to study and talk at the same time 	 oh, for more 
two oclocks. 
Societies . . . an enjoyable part of college life . . . exciting 
social events . . . rushing season . . . we were happy over and 
proud of pledges . . . then remember basking at "Bal' . 
First Semester Society Presidents 
Second Semester Society Presidents 
And Socie 
I 
 
  
es 
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Jean Crossan 
Ruth DeVries 
Gwyn Wardman 
PLEDGES 
Mary Atkins 
Phyllis Bacon 
Louise Conrad 
Margaret DuBroys 
Dorothy Dolph 
Claudia Jean Eagle 
Janet Fremlin 
Laurel Hobbs 
Betty Hoskins 
Willene Morgan 
Marjorie Murray 
Shirley Roberts 
Barbara Robinson 
Jere Rojas 
Helen Seibert 
Ann Wafts 
Doris Wirth 
Alice Wright 
Blanch Cannon 
Beth Curtis 
Myrtle Weber 
Eileen Douglas 
Maurine Dukeman 
Mary Lou Wilson 
Jane Francis 
Velda Pouts 
Betty Williams 
Jean Gordon 
Myla Hathaway 
Beryl Wood 
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At h e n i an s 
Mildred Hawley 
Jean Heininger 
Charlou Hunt 
Olive Jordan 
Mary King 
Joan Lang 
Elizabeth Lamb 
Dorothy Martein 
Harriet Mills 
Lois Montgomery 
Phyllis Rettig 
Pat Sell 
Justine Smalley 
Virginia Strong 
Barbara Stambaugh 
Mildred Thalimer 
Mildred Thomas 
Florence Shakarian 
Jeanette Van Alen 
Ruth Walker 
Erlene Woodward 
Mary L. Walton 
Audrey Yoder 
Ruth Haffner 
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Barbara Brown 
	
Velma Ramsey 
	
Betty Bailey 	 Esther Boyle 
	
Annette Dedmn 
	
Mary McClar 
Betty June Davison 
	
Barbara Holloway 
	
Venona Holmes 	 Doris Kresse 
	
Jean Webster 
	
Kay Newhall 
Phyllis Rupp 
	
Harriet Saunders 
	
Margaret Schmitz 	 Julie Schoensiegel 
	
Jackie Vandenberg 
	
Tressa Yosnc 
o n 
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PLEDGES 
Ruth Armenfrout 
Marcia Combs 
Bobby Dorsey 
Norma Jean Downing 
Marjorie Goodwin 
Charlotte Gordon 
Jean Gorman 
Phyllis Harvey 
Shirley Hoberg 
Ernestina Monfemayor 
Barbara Reog 
Ruth Roberts 
Virginia Scholefield 
Connie Scribe nte 
Melba Stokes 
Kay Fisher 
Betty Wilson 
Mary Joyce Whitlock 
Martha Young 
Virginia Ward 
Dean Dice 
Mary Louise Payne 
Sarah Applebury 
Billie Gee 
Portia Perry 
Wanda Stedman 
Jan Gray 
Caroline Reade 
Peggy Stein 
Sunday afternoon 	 candIeigh± at Hooks±raftens. 
i a n s 
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Hannah Mae Thomas Marie Lindahi Jo Barmore Eugenia Brooks 
Betty Brydon Gwen Carroll Betty Cole Lois Hardin 
Audine Coffin Arlys Fossum Marguerite Grace Betty Hester 
Phyllis Hooper Harryefte Fry 
Alice Lacy 
Constance Marfois 
Clara Jo Parker 
Waltraud Stoesling 
Frances Jones 
Edna McConnell 
Barbara Jean Mitchell 
Flora Rowe 
m e r s 
Dorothy Lacy 
Julia Murray 
Lillian Pollard 
Ruth Ann Thomas 
Virginia Valentine 
Sylvia White 
Beth Anderson 
Florence Barmore 
Carol Coiner 
Margaret Craighill 
Betty Gardener 
Bobbie Jerome 
Marjorie Lewis 
Millecenf Mekeel 
Betty Reed 
Jane Taber 
Maryann Lucas 
Fern Mills 
Frances Rae Rogers 
Margaret Twining 
PLEDGES 
The Poimers tea for the new women. 
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President Mitchell presides over a business meeting. 
I ha Hans 
Pledges 
Muriel Booth 
Effie Henley 
Mary Alice Pynch 
Julia Silberberq 
Beth Briggs 
Lois Wheeler 
Martha Fletcher 
Betty Robinson 
Betty Fischer 
June Johnson 
Mary Jane Howell 
Lois Black 
Eleanor Railsback 
	
Dorothy Mitchell 
Shirley Anderson 
	
Blossom Bailey 
Rachel Skundberq 
	
Lorraine Smith 
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Virginia Bell 
Frances Copeland 
Virginia McIntyre 
Lola Padan 
Florence Bortzer 
Iris Drumheller 
Marie Mehrton 
Dorothy Sabin 
Sally Bullis 
Margaret Hearn 
Betty McKenzie 
Carol Shaffer 
Carol Caulkins 
Ruth Heemsfra 
Verna Osborn 
Ellen Shore 
Beverly Barker 
Ethel Connell 
Virginia Richardson 
Eva Rhee 
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Rush party 	 picnic 	 we had a riot at 
the wrestling matches. 
Ins 
PLEDGES 
	
Jean Martin 	 Jack Albce 
Lyle McCloskey 	 William Cass 
	
William Stone 
	 Jack Charlton 
	
Edward SI-one 
	 Le Roy Furgeson 
	
Larry Shields 	 Charles Hulse 
	
Louis Zeyen 
	 Ralph Klaasen 
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 Fred Wilson 
Fred Shaheen 
Joe Bradford 
Gil Carr 
 
 
Bob Dye 
Ked Creed 
Ed Farnum 
Bill Gardner 
Harvey Hicks 
Ed Griffeth 
Ed Hoag 
Everett Hunt 
Bob Nichols 
Randall Kamerer 
Don Miller 
Lee Morris 
 
 
 
  
Bill Rouzer 
Verno Panicacci 
Dave Pluss 
Tom Reed 
Lloyd Reese 
Jim Williams 
Morgan Schilling 
Jim Shugg 
Don Uglow 
Earle Skinner 
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Carl Bishop 
Bob Gaylord 
Terrell Myers 
Calvin Stucker 
Allen Brody 
Bruce Giguett 
Chuck McEver 
Bill Thompson 
Rex Goodin 	 Kenneth Barlow 
Jack Fitz 
	
Guy Frank 
Tel Morash 
	
Fred Mooney 
Elsworth Sfecklein 
PLEDGES 
Jay Beede 
Robert Cauffman 
Ted Chenney 
Rex Danneskiold 
Elton Fessier 
Marion Frasier 
Howard Goodwin 
Richard Hansen 
Charles Lewis 
Howard Marshburn 
Malcolm Perkins 
Roland Tournquisf 
Oliver Whitcomb 
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A Lancer pledge is always ready ±o shine 
your shoes . . . he has ±o be. 
e 	 s 
orfleet Callicoft 
ack Harrington 
Morris Padia 
Randy Twycross 
Jim Carter Jim Conant Warren Earl Don Eggen Hugh Ehrhard 
Howard Harrington Walt Hooker LeRoy Jones Paul Joy Norman Lion 
John Parker Lowell Randolph Bob Schostag John Shively Jack Spence 
Jim Warren Bob Woisfoncroft Glen Wyne Ed Vail 
Orthogoni ans 
George Curt is 
Torn Woodward 
Bruce Butler 
John Christianson 
Everett Diefrick 
Marx Dressier 
Ralph Haney 
Ernie Herrington 
Art Hobson 
Glen Kelly 
Jay Le Clear 
Bill McClary 
Jack Mele 
Ed Paterson 
Cecil Quinn 
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Don Rees 
Jack Scott 
Ray Thomas 
Phil Timberlake 
Marvin Schroeder 
Hank Sievers 
Glen Thompson 
Bob Tuttle 
PLEDGES 
Dick Boucher 
Don Conde 
Cliff Cole 
Francis Corcoran 
Jack English 
Roy Erickson 
Jack Fair 
Buck Jarnagan 
Louis Larrimore 
Don McCaslin 
Warren McCray 
Harvey Paterson 
Gail Walker 
The Os coke-up and relax on 
the lawn of the bookstore. 
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William Penns 
The Penns compiled and edited the 
Directory. 
Robert Magnusson 
Fred Schermerhorn 
Lynn McCurdy 
Clinton Sawin 
Allan Magnusson 
Perry Morrison 
Leon West 
Hadley Marshburn 
Hobart Cushman 
Delman Rowe 
Robert Schilling 	 Wayne Schooley 	 Ivan Welborn 	 Floyd Younger 
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lnterdorm Council . . . E. Ewy, C. J. 
Parker, A. Lacy, T. Sprague, R. Heemstra, 
D. Kresse, M. Wilson, T. Young, B. Robinson. 
IF is noon . . . and convocation 
wasn't dismissed on time. 
Inter-dorm council takes charge of . . . kinds of parties 
improvement of scholarship . . . too late hours. 
Nothing like the Campus Inn food . . . collector of the filthy 
lucre and her eagle eye . . . Thursday night entertainments. 
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Remember the rush to get in at meal-
time . . . the rattle of dishes . 
the latecomers stealthily creeping in 
the back door of the Inn. 
Notice the Wardmenites at ease . 
genial Mr. Nerhood getting the best 
in any argument . . . water fights 
hep-cats . . . bull-sessions. 
Dorms 
The Wardman men were always too occupied to bother 
with a picture so we have representing them; C. Hulse, K. 
Creed, B. Dye, D. Hansen, Mr. Nerhood, R. Danneskiold, 
L. McCurdy, R. Walker. 
159 
Behind the scenes. 
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Dor m Life 
Midnight feeds . . . gossip . . . oh gosh! campused . 
scholarship trophy at Eariham . . . gala Platner mixers 
	 . campus 
politics brewing at Bolte . . . radios blaring . . . stacking the 
freshmen's rooms . . . have to get that paper in . . . comparing 
notes on dates . . . feverish furor of finals. 
EARLHAM HALL 
Row I: E. Giguefte, Keng-E Chuan, E. Yoder, W. S±oesling, G. Ward-
man, J. Lang, R. Thomas, F. Rogers. 
Row 2: M. Weber, M. Twining, L. Wheeler, B. Jerome, M. Wilson, Mrs. 
Alexander, R. DeVries, H. Mills. 
"Button Frosh!" 
PLAINER HALL 
Row I: J. Gray, B. Brydon, J. 
Hockaday, B. Wood, C. Eagle. 
Row 2: M. Whitlock, B. Dorsey, 
R. Watson, M. DuBroy, V. Fouts, 
L. Hobbs, J. Fremlin. 
Row 3: N. Farley, M. Hatha-
way, M. Lindahi, D. Winslow, B. 
Hoskins, M. Crawford, M. Atkins, 
D. Dice, A. Yoder. 
Row 4: B. Fisher, B. Hester, B. 
Reed, G. Carroll, 0. Jordon, C. 
Martois, P. Bacon, B. Stanley, M. 
Young, D. Kresse, Mrs. Hazard, K. 
Newhall, C. Scribante, M. Mc-
Clary, C. Gordon. 
BOLTE HALL 
Row I: J. Dougherty, A. Lacy, P. Hooper, Mrs. Francis, J. 
Murray, M. Cannon. 
Row 2: S. Bullis, A. Fossum, G. Holbin, F. Copeland, V. 
Richardson. 
Row 3: M. Hearn, D. Lacy, L. Pollard, V. Osborn. 
Row 4: V. Macintyre, A. Wright, F. Rowe, B. Briggs, V. Valen-
tine, M. Mehrton, C. Parker, S. Anderson. 
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Dorms 
WAY HALL 
Mrs. Ba±chelder, Young, 
Stambaugh, Wirth, Van Al-
len, King, Johnson, Robinson, 
Black, Lamb, Hepp. 
CR EST WOOD 
Row I: Wright, S p r a g u e, 
Smith, Holt, Boyle, Hughes, 
Watts, Wilson. Row 2: Mrs. 
Watson, Ewy, Chilton. 
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OLIVERS' 
Row I: Fujita, Heiniriger. Row 
2: Stokes Mrs. Benson, Won, 
Heemstra, Ramsey. 
"Hank" (Mr. F. B. Mayer) the night 
watchman on his faithful round. 
Watching for mail . . . letters with the air-corps insignia . . . those longed-
for week-end leaves . . . busy practice teachers . . . studies . . . play . . 
laughter . . . blissful dorm life! 
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Because of this injury captain 
"Deke" sacrificed the remainder 
of the season. 
Row I: W. Morgan, G. Carr, L. Morris, J. 
Ogden, C. Quinn. 
Row 2: L. Reese, J. Mele, E. Dietrich. 
Row 3: B. Bayliss, J. Carter, R. Thomas, W.. Earl, 
H. Newsome, D. Rees, S. Hendricks, F. Shaheen, B. 
Thompson, J. Bradford, D. Uglow, T. Woodward. 
POETS CAPTURE CHAMPIONSHIP 
Rising to great heights when the chips were down, Whittier's 1941 
grid edition captured the Southern conference crown, the sixth in thirteen 
seasons with Chief Newman at the helm . . . after conquering Pomona 
and Cal Tech in stride, the Poets knocked over a slightly favored Oxy 
eleven . . . then gained a tie with Redlands to put the clincher on the 
championship. 
Important cogs in the Purple and Gold football machine were Jack 
Mele . . . Fred Shaheen . . . Glen Thompson . . . Don Rees . 
Cece Quinn . . . Warren Earl . . . Sid Hendricks . . . Bob Thompson 
• . . Buck Newsome, and Capt. Everett Dietrick, who provided plenty 
of inspirational leadership from the bench. 
THREE WHITTIER GRIDDERS MAKE ALL CONFERENCE 
Whither was well represented on the All-Conference 
eleven with Fred Shaheen, stellar guard; Cece Quinn, huge 
tackle, and Don Rees, scrappy center, making the mythical 
team . . . the entire Poet backfield, consisting of Glen 
Thompson, quarter; Warren Earl and Sid Hendricks, half-
backs; and Buck Newsome, full, were put on the second 
squad with Jack Mele, super end, and Bob Thompson, 
guard, filling posts on the forward wall. 
Relegated to the sidelines with a wrenched shoulder 
after the Pomona encounter, Everett Dietrick, captain 
of the victorious Poets, saw little action in his last year as 
a Whittier warrior on the gridiron. 
Conference Champs 
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Spirited onlookers at the Pomona game! 
the first of the season. 
PHy BaH 
18 
WHITTIER 7, CAL AGGIES 0 
Great punting by Sid Hendricks and Don Uglow, line 
smashes by Lee Middleton and Warren Earl, and the 
heads-up football played by the Poet line, especially Fred 
Shaheen and Don Rees, all contributed to Whittler's first 
victory. 
Jack Mele 
Never a dull moment with 
the Poet team. 
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WHITTIER 7, WILLAMETTE 33 
Leading at half time by a 7-6 score and being the first 
eleven to score on the Bearca±s wasn't enough for the 
Poets to win . . . Whittier's touchdown came as a result 
of Earl's pass to Mele early in the contest. 
We are proud of the flag and 
flagpole, which we have through 
the efforts of Tal Morash . 
Mrs. McGee gave the flag, and 
Mr. Grinnel of the Union Oil Co. 
donated the pole. 
E x ci te m e nt 
WHITTIER 7, CAL POLY 10 
With ten seconds left, the Mustangs kicked a field goal 
to eke out a close win over the Poets in the season's opener 
on Hadley field . . . Whittier scored on a reverse from 
Bob Bayless, sub tailback, to Sid Hendricks, who went 
twenty yards for the tally . . . Fred Shaheen converted 
the extra point. 
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Johnny Ogden 
Willard Morgan 
Bob Bayless 
A tense moment . . . we 
all strain to see if he is 
seriously hurt. 
WHITTIER 14, POMONA 6 
Blasting any conference crown hopes the Pomona outfit 
may have had, Whittier pushed around a stubborn, but 
outclassed Sagehen team to win by a one touchdown 
margin. 
Lee Middleton shot over for Whittiers first tally from 
the one yard strip, and Jack Mele scored on a spiral from 
Warren Earl. 
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Warren Earl 
Glen Thompson 
Joe Bradford 
Bob Thompson 
Jim Carer 
Don Rees 
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Ski I If u I 
Warren Earl . . . Poe± half, 
shows his speed. 
Fourth down and a yard to go. 
WHITTIER 25, CAL TECH 0 
Filling a quota of a score per quarter, the Poets 
displayed precision, power, and punch in trouncing 
the Engineers under an avalanche of passes and 
runs. This second league encounter for Whittier 
on Hadley Field was featured by passes from 
Warren Earl to Don Uglow and Jack k4ele, and 
the surprise running of the third tail-back used by 
the Chief, Willard Morgan. Earl, Newsome, and 
Woodward crossed pay dirt for the home eleven. 
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Sid Hendricks 
Fred Shaheen 
Harry Dingle 
Everett Dietrick 
WHITTIER 14, OCCIDENTAL 7 
Striking in the second and fourth stanzas of a Thrill-packed struggle, 
Whittier showed a Homecoming crowd of six Thousand how to stop The 
Oxy Tiger, who was on The long end of The betting . . . Jack Mele and 
Buck Newsome supplied the scoring punch necessary to put the visitors 
out of the running for The crown, and the Quaker forward wall completed 
The job. 
Acti a nI 
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The Poets missed two scor-
ing chances in the initial pe-
riod, and then in the second 
half put on a powerful de-
fense to stop the Redlands' 
offensive threat. 
Lloyd Reese, Bob Thompson, Ray Thomas 
The pep teams talk over 
techniques. 
WHITTIER 0, REDLANDS 0 
Chief Newman's boys fought and scrapped with the 
Bulldog from Redlands, but could get no better than a 
tie with the former champs in the last league fray of the 
'41 season played in the San Bernardino Orange show 
stadium. 
Conference Champs 
BASKETBALL TEAM WINS CONFERENCE CROWN 
Completely dominating the basketball race with their con-
sistent team play, Coach Aubrey Bonham's basketeers won seven 
out of eight league contests to annex the conference champion-
ship . . . with three outstanding performers, Captain Glen 
Kelly, Hal Turley, and Willard Gibson lost due to injuries and the 
armed forces for part of the winter campaign, Coach Bonham 
had a problem on his hands . . . however, he worked it out in 
a superb way, putting Glen Curtis and Ed Farnum in at the forward 
posts, Bob Tuttle at the pivot position, with Ed Patterson and Carl 
Sherwood holding down the guard spots . . . Art Hobson and 
Tom Sepulveda filled in where needed, and did a fine job. 
The Quakers were well represented on the All-Conference 
five with Glen Curtis, consistent forward, and Ed Patterson, stal-
wart guard, making the coveted team . . . Bob Tuttle, leading 
Poet scorer, was honored by being placed on the second quintet. 
ITO 
Tuttle's teammates rush to congratulate his 
top game score . . . 34 points at the 
Pomona game . . . tying conference scor-
ing record. 
WHITTIER 47, REDLANDS 34 
Coach Bonham's Whittier quintet opened the 
1942 basketball conference season in style with an 
impressive win over last year's champions . . . the 
Redlands five could not master the Poets' attack 
and went down, 47-34 . 	 . Glen Curtis and Bob 
Tuttle were the big guns of the Quaker offense, 
scoring 24 points between them . . . Tuttle broke 
a tie late in the second period to put the Poets on 
the road to victory. 
Row : W. Gibson, T. Sepulveda, E. Paterson, B. Tuttle, 
G. Curtis, C. Sherwood, E. Farnum, G. Kelly. Row 2: 
W. Rouzer, J. Bradford, B. Butler, W. CcCHry, A. Hobson, 
H. Turley, H. Hicks, Mr. Bonham. 177 
WHITTIER 35, CAL TECH 34 
Ed Paterson's last second 
free throw spelled doom for 
the Cal Tech Engineers as the 
Poets accounted for their 
second league win, 35-34 
Chapman, Beaver center, 
dropped in 23 digits, while 
Glen Kelly and Bob Tuttle led 
the Whittier scoring with IS 
and 12 points respectively. 
WHITTIER 35; 
OCCIDENTAL 37 
Occidental's Tigers proved 
to be the only stumbling 
block to Whittier's casaba 
machine as it powered 
through the opposition. . 
In their first meeting of the 
year, Oxy tripped the Poets 
by a 37-35 count in a thrilling 
overtime battle. 
WHITTIER 54; CAL TECH SI 
The Poets clinched the conference crown in this, the second Poet-
Engineer tussle . . . Bob Tuttle sank a free throw to knot the count at 49 
all with a second left to play . . . Then Ed Farnum unlimbered his scoring 
arm to put Whittier ahead in the over-time period, 54-51. 
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Glen Kelly 
Tom Sepulveda 
179 
Willard Gibson 
George Curtis 
I I o o p s t e r s 
WHITTIER 82; POMONA 37 
Bob Tuttle, Sophomore sensation, tied the conference scoring 
record with 34 digits to pace the Purple and Gold in their 82-37 
massacre of the Pomona Sagehens 	 . Registering one of the highest 
scores in league history, the boys from Whittier ran over the tower-
ing Sagehen lads, using their speed to great advantage. 
WHITTIER 48; POMONA 40 
Whittier did not find Pomona such an easy mark in their second 
encounter, but had to apply the pressure to keep in the championship 
race . . . George Curtis smooth forward, led the scoring parade with 
18 counters, while the Poet guards, Sherwood and Patterson held Pomona 
to a low figure. 
WHITTIER 41; REDLANDS 35 
On the short end of the score by six points with three minutes left, 
the Quakers went on a scoring spree which netted them 12 points and 
fhe Bulldogs' hide, 41-35 . . . Curtis, Tuttle, and Farnum sparked the late 
attack. The Poets led at half time, I 7- I 6. 
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Depencable Players 
181 
WHITTIER 46 OCCIDENTAL 38 
Avenging an earlier defeat at the hands 
of the Tigers, Whittier went right to work 
on Occidental in the seasons finale . . 
The Quakers led practically all the way with 
Curtis, Tuttle, and Sherwood leading the 
Poet attack. 
Bruce Butler 
Ed Farnum 
Art Hobson 
Carl Sherwood 
Bob Tuttle 
Ed Paterson 
Bob Tuttle 
Ed Farnum 
Morgan Schilling 
Ralph Haney 
Tom Sepulveda 
Jack Iviele 
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With "We Did It Before and Well Do It Again" as their fight song, 
the Purple Sax did just that in retaining their conference crown with a 
double header victory over Occidental in the Poets' final league en-
counters. . . . Whittier won I I diamond contests and lost five to hang 
up a .687 percentage in conference competition. 
Chief Newman . . . Poet mentor . . . experimented with all 
available material, and concocted a winning nine with players versatile 
enough to play every position on a baseball team. . . . Newman's first 
miracle was the pitching staff made up of Bob Tuttle, Jack Mele and Ed 
Patterson who alternated between the mound, first and third base. 
Other members of this year's nine also got around, with George 
Curtis, Tom Sepulveda, Marx Dressler, and Lee Middleton working in the 
infield and the outer garden. . . . Ralph Haney, voted the 1942 captain, 
and Jay LeClear held down other outfield spots, while Ed Farnum worked 
behind the plate. 
WHITTIER-POMONA 
Whither won all four of their 
contests with the Sagehens by 
comfortable margins. . . . In 
the first two games Jack Mele 
and Bob Tuttle did the hurling 
• . • and mighty effective it 
was, too. . • . Ed Patterson's 
pitching slants did the trick in 
another contest. 
Conference Champs 
Marx Dressier 
Jay LeClear 
Lee Middleton 
George Curtis 
Ed Paterson 
Expert Players 
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WHITTIER-OCCI DENTAL 
The Poet-Oxy games which decided the championship de-
serve mention because they illustrate Whittier's batting power 
and pitching prowess. . . . The Purple Sox copped them both 
with scores of 17-6 and 9-2. . . . Tuttle and Patterson worked on 
the hill for the Quakers in the twin bill with the latter letting the 
Tigers down with four bingles in the nightcap. . . . Curtis and 
LeClear were doing plenty with their hickory sticks to aid the 
champions' moundsmen. . . . George got eight for nine, while 
Jay picked up five hits in eight attempts. 
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Po e t 
Jack Scott, Glenn Thompson 
Bruce Butler, Bob Nichols 
POMONA-WHITTIER MEET 
In their first conference meet, the Whit-
tier trackmen fell before the speed and 
ability of the Pomona spikesters, 88-49....  
Bill Gardner scored a double with victories 
in the two sprints. Glen Kelly copped the 
high lump; Stan Kyne and Dan Neufeld± 
tied for top honors in the pole vault. . 
Terrell Myers won the broad lump with a 
leap of 21' 3". . . . Other Poet point 
winners were Phil Timberlake, Jack Scott, 
and Bob Nichols. 
Phil Timberlake 
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Stan Kyne, Bill Gardner 
Spi ke Men 
TRIANGULAR MEET 
In their only ±hree-way meet of the season, Coach Bonham's boys edged 
out Redlands, 59-58, but lost to Cal Tech, 102-29. . . . Jack Scott registered 
the only Poet win, as he grabbed a victory in the mile ....Bill Gardner placed 
second in both sprints, and Bob Nichols ran a fast 880 to get second in that 
event. . . . Dan Neufeldt and Phil Timberlake scored more Whittier points. 
Bob Nichols 
187 
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Track 
Phil Timberlake 
Tom Woodward 
Bill Rouzer 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RELAYS 
Whither placed two men and the novice 
relay team in the relays held at Occidental 
previous to the regular schedule. ...Bill 
Gardner and Terrell Myers got thirds in the 
100 yard dash and the broad jump respec-
tively....Gil Carr, Jim Conant, Myers, 
and Don Uglow made up the mile relay team 
which ran second to Cal Tech. 
Terrell Myers 
Gil Carr 
Undaunted by their comparatively poor dual meet 
record, the Poet spikemen went into the annual conference 
track finals with grim determination to do their best. Jack 
Scott, captain of the Quaker thinclads, copped a second 
in the mile run behind Oxy's Omar Huddleston....Bill 
Gardner, Whittier dash ace, whose picture made the 
pages of the Police Gazette, placed second in the furlong, 
and nabbed a third in the century. . . . Stan Kyne tied 
for fourth in the pole vaulting competition, and Bob 
Nichols, Poet 880 runner, finished fourth in the half mile. 
• . . Everett Die±rick rounded out the Whittier scoring 
with a third in the discus. 
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Louis Zeyen 
Jim Bond, Lee Mahood, Ellsworth 
Stecklein and Louis Zeyen repre-
sented the Poets in the All-Conference 
matches held at Pomona. Redlands 
dominated this tennis fracas with Po-
mona coming out second best. . 
Captain Bill Rouzer, Hadley Marsh-
burn, and Charles Lewis were other 
Quaker contestants who will receive 
their '"V4v1 '1 
With their preseason hopes dashed against 
the rocks of Selective Service and defense 
work, the Whittier tennis team played their 
hearts out in a vain attempt to capture a con-
ference match. 
Bill Rouzer 
	
Ellsworth Stecklein 
T e n nis 
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W r e s tH  ng 
Inter-class competition took the place of intercollegiate 
matches this year in the realm of wrestling with the class 
under the direction of Coach Aubrey Bonham. Members 
included Jack Fair, Fred Shaheen, Chet Harris, Jim Wil-
liams, Harvey Patterson and Phil Timberlake. . . . Much 
was learned during the term as the grapplers 'went at it 
each afternoon. 
Swimming 
Water polo . 
	 . races 	 . . diving . . 
There were no regular swimming classes this 
year . . . so we spent many free afternoons 
and evenings at the pool . . . we organized 
our own competition . . . the women could 
swim almost as well as the men. 
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Row I: D. Uglow, J. Bradford, B. Thompson, 
J. Mele, G. Kelly, I. Sepulveda. 
Row 2: E. Paterson, M. Schilling, D. Rees, 
R. Haney, G. Thompson, B. Gardner, T. 
Woodward. 
Row 3: L. Reese, B. Rouzer, John Christian-
son, Art Hobson, Fred Shaheen. 
Va rsity Club 
193 
Intramura 
Competition between classes was keen . . . everyone played enthusiastically 
• 
. • juniors and seniors vied for the football championship . . • juniors won by 
a close margin • • • juniors also won the basketball competition. 
As the book goes to press . . • Haney and Sherwood are playing out the 
handball championship • • . we expect the sophomores or juniors to win in base-
ball . . . Bill Rouzer in the tennis singles . . . Dan Neufeld± in horse-shoes • . 
basketball free-throw is still open for competition . . . it offers a challenge as 
several men have been known to get fifty consecutive baskets. 
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At the All-college picnic . . 
the Juniors and Seniors are trying 
to decide who won the infra-mural 
football game. 
Handball . . . a good game to play 
during the rainy season . . . the gym 
is well-equipped ... we played hard. 
195 
Poetes s es 
Women's athletics . . . basketball . . . volleyball . . . hockey 
baseball . . . archery . 
	 . tennis . . . dancing . . . badminton 
ping-pang . . . horseback riding . . . golf . . . bowling . . . all 
These make up the full program of the women's physical education 
department . . . capable instructors such as Miss Verhulst Mrs. Hanna 
and Miss Davenport make the sport events interesting and fun . . . the 
dance program at the end of the year climaxes the activities. 
Wanda learns the correct po-
sition of shoulder and arm 
when Swinging a golf club . 
this sport is supervised by 
Chief Newman. 
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Miss Davenports a r c In e r y 
class after trudging up the kill 
finds that the first bullseye is 
the most exciting. 
Hockey 	 one of the well-liked 
sports 	 it looks like Florence has 
Norma stopped. 
Bill' rolls the ball down the alley for 
a strike 	 the bowling class was 
started this year under the direction 
of Miss Verhulst. 
Diving form posed by Jackie 
swimming a favorite the year round. 
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Row I: W. Morgan, F. Rees, R. Phelan. 
Row 2: H. Mills, M. Thalimer. 
Row 3: J. Rojas, A. Fossum, J. Gray, M. Ross. 
Row 4: R. DeVries, B. Dorsey, M. Murray, A. Lacy, J. Smalley, 
M. Hawley. 
Row 5: B. Cannon, H. Seibert, M. Weber. 
The Women's Athletic Association combined with the 
Physical Education Club 
	 . . composed of P. E. majors 
• . . sponsored an intramural program for women to fake 
part in team games or individual sports . . • fifty members 
• . . met alternate Wednesdays to discuss P. E. problems 
• . . met socially • • . mountain party . . • recreational 
games in the gym. 
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The season began with a basketball tournament 	 directed 
by Harrye±te Frye 	 Erlene Woodward was in charge 
of an inter-dorm volleyball tournament 	 various other 
competitive sports 
	 inter-society volleyball with a cup 
to the winner 	 hockey, baseball, and tennis 	 head 
women in the club were Ruth DeVries first semester . 
Mildred Hawley second semester. 
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Eileen Douglas, business manager 
of the 1942 Acropolis, and Vir-
ginia Strong watch this years book 
being set up by the Linotype 
operator in The Progress-Bulletin 
Yearbook Department. 
PROGRESS-BULLETIN PUBLISHING CO. 
Progress-Bulletin Building—Pomona 
Many of the outstanding annuals of California are planned, 
supervised, printed and bound in the yearbook department 
of our complete and up-to-date printing plant. 
• School Supplies 
• Books 
• School Jewelry 
• Stationery 
• Pennants 
• Fountain Service 
Whittier College Book Store 
The Spot 
The Home Bank 
WHITTIER 
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
THE WHITTIER 
NATIONAL TRUST 
AND 
SAVINGS BANK 
DANIELS SERVICE 
Corner Philadelphia and Friends 
THE EMPORIUM 
113 E. Philadelphia 
The Best for Less 
MOUNT BALDY BARBECUE 
Whittier Blvd. 	 Pico, Calif. 
A complete line of building materials 
Toasted Barbecue Sandwiches lumber company BARR 
 Time passes quickly when you are talking by telephone with 
a friend. But minutes can seem like hours to someone who 
is trying to use a busy line in an emergency. Material 
shortages have caused delay and congestion in telephone 
service which we cannot avoid. But you can help tremen-
dously by avoiding unnecessary use of the telephone and 
making as brief as possible the calls you do make. 
Our nations safety is dependent upon its communication 
services. Help us to 'get the message through." 
Consolidated Telephone Company 
ORCUTT'S WHITTIER GROCERY 
9 E. Philadelphia 
A home store owned and operated by home people 
Free Delivery 
Guy C. Orcutt and Carl Orcutt, Props. 
J. J. NEWBERRY 
09-I II N. Greenleaf Avenue 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. Let us assist you in any 
of your future school events. Shop at our store 
for school supplies, hosiery, ready-to-wear dresses, 
accessories, etc. 
Gifts 	 CALVIN ART SHOP 
Greeting Cards Wooden Novelties 	 224 East Philadelphia Street 
Pictures 	 Costume Jewelry 
Leather Goods 
	
Artistic Picture Framing 
BOWER'S DRUG STORE 
Corner Painter and Philadelphia 
Phone 43 1-81 
Prescription Service 
Fountain Lunch 
Photo Finishing 
College Girls 
know their shoe styles. 
It's style and fit 
every time. 
EDGINGTON-DOUGLAS 
Good Footwear' 
108 F. Philadelphia Street 
TIBBETTS 
Greenleaf at Philadelphia 
Whittier 
• Women's Wear 
• Sportswear 
• Millinery 
WHITTIER SPORTING GOODS 
1341/2 So. Greenleaf 
Phone 43-144 
FARMER'S HARDWARE 
AND PAINT COMPANY 
42 North Greenleaf F. W. WOOLWORTH CO. 
27 N. Greenleaf 	 Whittier 
Philco Radio and Refrigerator 
Glass 	 Sherwin Williams Paints 
Phone 426-38 
Mary Johnson 	 Ruby M. Durand 
DU RAN D'S 
Ladies Wearing Apparel 
Popular Prices 
Phone 412-340 
2 17 N. Greenleaf Ave. 	 Whittier, Calif. 
Visit our modern fountain 
Prices and values will interest you 
Success to the 
Graduating Class 
of 1942 
Whittier Theatres, Inc. 
Food Lockers 
A Home Service for Home People 
CRYSTAL ICE 
025 West Whittier Blvd. 	 Phone 433-57 
ROMAN'S 
Ladies Wearing Apparel 
Exclusive but not expensive 
Alterations gratis 
Congratulations Graduates 
QUAKER-CITY SAVINGS 
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION 
I 17 S. Greenleaf Ave. 	 Whittier 
309 E. Philadelphia Street The Friendly Institution 
/ 	 LI 
?¼3> 
C4 
c\ 	 . 
c>e  
.\0 	 e 
\ 	 \ 
Phone 43-245 	 325 North Greenleaf Avenue 
A Whittier Man . . 
	 Doing 
Whittier Business 
Orange County Printing Co. 
Personalized Commercial Printing 
24 West Wilshire 	 Fullerton 
Telephone 106-W 
Printers of your 
Quaker Campus 
CASTOR ELECTRIC 
Electrical Contractors 
Electric Wiring 
Lighting Fixtures 
Motors and Supplies 
SC1I 
(Member (EsTl
srlal 
92T")I94I-42) 
Tal Morash, wearing a 'Hills Convertible" is 
showing Tommy Woodward the economical student 
garment. It is a tweed coat and trouser to match 
with slacks to harmonize. . . . Tommy is wearing 
the popular 0. D. tweed three-piece suit. . . . In 
the mirror adjusting his tie is Fred Wilson with a 
Double Breasted Dress Suit, something every college 
man should have in his wardrobe. 
• Wilshire and
Summers Sportswear 
• ster and 
Nuweave Hosiery 
• 
Nunn-Bush and Edgerton Shoes 
• Kuppenheimer and
Chartwell Suits 
• Dobbs and 	
Mallory Hats 
• Arrow and 
	 Shirts  
HILL'S 
Clothiers 
121 E. Philadelphia 
New! Myers Remodeled 
HAT SHOP 
Full of head-turning styles 
for Young Moderns 
Headquarters in Whittier for 
Knox Hats 
MYER'S DEPARTMENT STORE 	 Established in 1905 
ROBBINS PRESCRIPTION 	 119 N. Greenleaf 
Exclusive Pharmacy 
	 Phone 432-77 
School and Office Supplies, Books, 	 WHITTIER BOOK STORE 
Greeting Cards and Stationery. 	
1131/2 N. Greenleaf 	 Telephone 439-53 
HILL'S PHARMACY 
Prescription Specialists 
47 N. Greenleaf at Bailey 
Agents for 
Elizabeth Arden 	 Dorothy Gray 	 Lentheric 	 Fabergé 
Chanel 	 Tussy 	 Elmo 	 Yardley Toiletries 
Revlon, Chen Yu, Peggy Sage Nail Enamel. 
Featuring Parker 51' and Shaffer Pens 
H. G. MANN 
Plumbing 
College Street at Painter Avenue 
ICE CREAM! 
One of the six essential 
Dairy Foods, and the Balance 
Wheel of the Dairy Industry. 
Whittiers Supreme Quality Ice Creams! 
SUPREME QUALITY PRODUCTS, Inc. 
"The Best for Less 
,, 
JIM GERRARD 
Drive in 
Market 
Philadelphia and Painter 
RENSHAW'S PRINTERY 
Corner Philadelphia and Washington 
Office and School Supplies 
	 Printing 
Whittier Bowling Academy 
5 1 1 So. Greenleaf 
Bowl for health and recreation 
Phone 432-52 
	 Reservation Phone 438-20 
DR. W. M. SOREY 
Op±o m etrist 
203 E. Philadelphia 
GRAY GIFT SHOP 	 Paul and Katherine Gray 
14 E. Philadelphia 
	
Lending Library 
Phone 43-286 
	
Social Stationery 	 Cards 
Party goods and gifts for all occasions 
Modern Dry Cleaning 
202 S. Greenleaf 
Phone 420-48 
WHITTIER 
LAUNDRY 
U RICH'S 24 Hour Station 
Greenleaf at Whither Blvd. 
Goodri 
MPLETE BRAKE RELINE JOB 
OF 
OINTEj, 	
or 
UIE 
	
	
-CTjQN 
T: 
J. C. PENNEY CO. 
Department Store 
124-126 North Greenleaf 
Home of Values 
Success to the 1942 
Graduating Class 
Whittier 
WHITTIER PHARMACY 
Your Rexall Store'' 
144 W. Whittier Blvd. 
	 Phone 43-052 
You and Your Home! 
Regardless of the world outside--within your home you can 
have comfort, restful charm—a background that will make 
it easy to live courageously and confidently. 
PERRY'S is ready with complete selections and helpful 
advisory service to show you how to make YOUR home a 
happy, enjoyable haven. 
H. J. PERRY 
Your Distinctive, Quality Furniture Dealer 
Portraiture 
Informal 
Commercial 
Advertising 
Architecture 
Instruction 
Photographic Studio 
Berkeley Manor 
030 E. Green St. 	 Room 222 
Pasadena 	 SY. 2-7205 
To the graduate 
Printers 
Engravers 
School Supplies 
Diplomas 
Announcements 
Whether your path leads to the business world or to 
the service of our country, may the friendly relation-
ship we have enjoyed during the printing of this 
annual continue . . . and regradless of what your 
needs may be . . . you will find our entire organiza-
tion happy to serve you. 
STATIONERS CORPORAT(ON 
Los Angeles. 525 South Spring Street—MUtual 2341 
Hollywood. 6369 Hollywood Boulevard—GRanite 4188 
San Diego. 1040 Sixth Avenue—Franklin 1344 
Joan, Shirley, and Charlotte 
are learning the tricks of the 
trade. 
KING 
JEWELRY Co. 
Perfect Blue-White Diamonds 
't 
--w 
"   fP 
'VVhittier's Finest Men's Store' 
SMITH-HORSEMAN 
10 E. Philadelphia Street 
Tailoring 
Telephone 432-71 
	 Lloyd B. Johnson 
POINSETTIA PHARMACY 
"Personal Service" 
I 12 E. Philadelphia 
Insured Savings—Amortized Loans 
206 E. Philadelphia Street 
Whittier Building and Loan Association 
Roxy Varsity Shoppe 
2 I 3 E. Philadelphia 
Broadway Market 
501 N. Pickering 
Garrett's Beauty Shop 
Wm. Penn Hotel Bldg. 
Mabel Walker 
121 N. Bright 
Smi±h-McCandless 
Hadley at Greenleaf 
Shepard Shop 
121 N. Bright 
A. D. Holloway, Insurance 
118 N. Bright 
Aldridge, Tailors-Cleaners 
223 E. Philadelphia St. 
Orin Nowlin, Cleaners-Dyers 
313 E. Philadelphia 
Garrett Style Shop 
316 S. Painter Ave. 
Eugene Beauty Shoppe 
316 S. Painter Ave. 
John D. Losee, Jewelers 
204 E. Philadelphia St. 
Pat and Leo's Coco Tree 
'Just Good Food' 
Boyes' Pastry Shop 
124 E. Philadelphia St. 
G. W. Tallman and Son 
Jewelers 
I 16 E. Philadelphia 
Frosty Malt Shop 
208 E. Philadelphia St. 
Don Fantz Appliance Co. 
	 Arthur W. MacNeil, Realtor 
125 W. Philadelphia 	 122 E. Pickering Street 
Greenwood's Shoe Store 
	
I 	 MaIms Flower Shop 
133 N. Greenleaf 	 1 181/2 E. Philadelphia St. 
NAYLOR'S 
WHttiers Leading Jewelers 
06 North Greenleaf Ave. 
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